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Introduction

1. General assembly- resolution 3128 (XXVIII) called for a United Nations Conference
on Human Settlements. Ibis Conference was duly called and took place in Vancouver,
Canada from 31 May to 11 June 1976, It was preceded by Regional Preparatory

.Conferences, and the African Preparatory' Conference on Human Settlements took place
"in Cairo, Egypt from 19 to 26 June 1975- The Vancouver Conference was the first
.held on human settlements covering the whole of the human community - whether city,
'town or village - with all the social, mate-rial, organizational, spiritual and
cultural elements which sustain it. These include the physical requirements for
housing, work, energy supply, transport, communications,, water and sanitation;

services for education, health, protection and welfare; systems of government, law
and economic management; and cultural facilities for art, recreation and leisure.

Purpose of a post-Habitat Regional Meeting

2. The following recommendation was made during the proceedings of Habitat:

United Nations Conference on Human Settlements:

Recommends1...that the Secretary-General of the United Nations should convene,

within .the' framework of the regional economic commissions if possible
before the"thirty-first session of the General assembly and if not possible,
before ihe following session of the General Assembly, regional meetings to
establish"guidelines for the co-ordination,- /within each -region, of action
"toi^. taken in order to deal with human settlements .problems, and to report
to the General Assembly on the results of their- deliberations.

Other recommendations at the regional level include the following which are.

pertinent:

(i) Establishment, an noon as possible, of intergovernmental regional

committees.

(ii) Responsibility for formulation of regional policies and programmes

and their final implementation.

(iii) Principal functions of the regional staff. .

(iv) Identification of national and regional.human settlements

technology institutions.

Items (ii) to (iv) would follow on item (i). Therefore the main consideration of
the Meeting is to decide whether or not to recommend.to the Council of Ministers
of ECa meeting in Kinshasa during February 1977 that an intergovernmental regional
committee should be established within the terms of reference of the Economic

Commission for Africa 'for the purpose of co-ordinating actions taken in order to
deal with human settlements problems.- It will be necessary to consider in what
form and in what position in the hierarchy of ECA the Committee is to be established.

INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS

3. • The matter of institutional machinery as seen from the results of the Habitat
Conference may well be governed by financial and manpower resources which can be
made available, even if modifications can be made in exifl-ting institutional
machinery. Any measures must take into account .existing institutional arrangements,
and avoid duplication and overlapping as much as possible. Any institutional
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arrangements must be interdisciplinary as to members of committee and J^Porting
secretariat staff because of the different fields of professionalism engaged in

work in human settlements. . ,

4. Before going into the question of ECA and its constitutional bodies it would be
as well to see whnt the Habitat" Conference adopted about future institutional

ations for international co-operation; Establishment of a global intergover

body, Human- settlements -secretariat;. and Organization at the regional level

including the intergovernmental Committees. t .

Recommendations for international co-operation ■

5. -Recommendations for international co-operation read as follows: . .■ ,

"International co-operation in the field of human settlements should be
viewed as an instrument of socio-economic development; the .fundamental ....
role of international development co-operation is to support national

■ action - programmes for development co-operation in human- settlements should
■ be based on the policies and priorities established in the Recommendations
for National fiction. In seeking development co-operation, countries

should give due priority to human settlements; Requests for development _
assistance should not be subject to discrimination by•the institutions :. ■

to'which these requests ere addressed; Technical oe-operation should be
made available "to countries requesting'assistance in policy formulation,

management'and institutional improvement relating to human.settlements;
Technical co-pperatibn should;be -made- available:..to developing countries,
requewting assistance in education and training and applied research
relating to human settlements; Financial and technical development co
operation should be made available to countries requesting assistance tor,
inter alia, projects in co-operative and self-help housing, integrated
rural' development, water and transportation; and all Governments should
give serious consideration to contributing to the'United Nations Habitat
and Human Settlements Foundation as soon as possible to expedite ■ ,'
action programmes in the field, of human settlements"-

A global intergovernmental body for human settlements

6. The Habitat Conference recommended that there should be an intergovernmental
body for human settlements comprising not more than 58 member States of the United
Nations, selected on the basis of equitable geographic distribution. This *°f
would have the following main objectives: Assist Countries and regions in increasing

and improving .their own efforts to solve human settlements problems; Promote
greater international co-operation in order to increase'the availability ot *
resources of developing countries and regions; Promote the integral concept of
human settlements and to encourage a comprehensive approach to human_settlements
problems in all countries; and Strengthen co-operation and co-participation among

developing and developed countries and regions. . .

Central human settlements secretariat

7. The recommended Human Settlements secretariat would serve as a focal point

for human settlements actions and co-ordination within the United Nations system.

Its Director would be responsible for the management of the secretariat comprising

posts and budgetary reiourees of the following, (but further clarification is
required on precise interpretation); the Centre for Housing, Building and Planning^



of the Department of Economic and Social Affairs; as appropriate, selected posts

and associated resources from relevant parts of the Department of Economic and
Social Affairs; United Nation's Habitat and Human Settlements Foundation; and the

appropriate section of the Division of Economic and Social Programmes of UNEP

directly concerned with human settlements, with the exception of those posts

required by UNEP to carry out its responsibilities for the environmental aspects

and consequences of human sg t^lom-ji^c pl^-iing-

8a The secretariat would be entrusted with the following responsibilities of an

overall nature: Ensure the harmonization at the intersecretariat level of

programmes planned and carried out by the system; under the guidance of the global

intergovernmental body, to assist in co-ordinating human settlements activities

within the United Nations system, to keep under review their implementation and to

assess their effectiveness; provide the focel point for a global exchange of

information;- deal with interregional matters; supplement the resources of the

regions.when required, particularly in areas of specialization; carry out the

mandate and responsibilities previously assigned by the appropriate legislative

bodies to the secretariat units to be absorbed in the central staff; implement

projects until they are shifted to the regional organizations.

Matters on organizational linkages referred by Habitat Conference to General Assembly

9O The Habitat Conference recommended further that a group of representatives

appointed by the Governments at 3 regional level be created to support the

Secretary-General in the adequate implementation of recommendations for the

institutional administrative struoture abovequoted.. Todate, the ECA secretariat

has received no information on the assembly of the'group and participation by

African governments therein. It will be a matter of General Assembly decision

whether the restructuring of tfce United Nations system in these respects will go

ahead-. To take the matter further it will be .the responsibility of the General

Assembly overall to determine the structures and means which will make it possible

fully to exploit the substantial impact of the Habitat Conference. This is clear

because of the decision of the Conference to refer to the General.Assembly the

crucial questions on organizational"linkage, i.e. that the human settlements unit

be integrated into the Department of Economic and Social Affairs, reporting to the

Under Secretary General of that- Department^ _^r integration into the UNEP, reporting

to the Executive Director of UNEP,'or different linkages between the two alter

natives, as proposed by some member States. The matter is complicated again'by the
choice of location of the human settlements unit.' As recommendations from,the

Habitat Conference stand it could be New York .or Nairobi or a third city. It is

clear that the General Assembly decisions on these two crucial matters will have

their effect on arrangements described in'the." preceding'paragraphs, concerning

■."22 global intergovernmental body and the Human Settlements secretariat.

Organization at the regional' level '■' ■

10n The Habitat Conference made recommendations about organization at the regional

level- The main recommendations are as follows and they are set cut separately:

(,l) the regional economic commissions consider the establishment of

intergovernmental regional committees, on human settlements,

comprising all members, where such committees do not already exist;
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ii)
the regional committees should be established as scon as possible
to 4-ordinate their activities with the-global ■■intergovernmental
£a£ sS wport through the appropriate" regional commission and
"to the Global intergovernmental body, -for which purpose it is. ....
.^co.mendfd that they be represented ex officio by their.senior
officers; . ■ . , , ' '

- . - ■"■'■■'". .

(iii) the responsibility for implementing regional^nd subregional
U programmes, should be gradually shifted to the regional

organizations.; . ' ....

KvV each re^onal committee should be served by a unit of the
{ } secretarial of the parent regional■commission .under an executive

omcet which unit should be established during 1977 and should
'- be provided with .the necessary resources for ita operation;

budge taxy resources, and -these, redeployed from the..^resate posts
available to the central secretariat /voluntary contributions mede
to. the United Nations Habitat and Human Settlements »a^"' -,
as well as selected resources currently available to each region/.

KqA_nnr;stitution and institutional- arrangements

il With ,his background on Habitat events, the positioa.as,affecting ECA and its
constitutional and Institutional aspects can. be looked- at and son,e choices of .
institutional arrangements put forward. - -

?" . -«w b"""° *" ™ iV oV qOTY+pmhflr'1976 and for this purpose the
ecneauxea-co ue u«Xd in Mexico from 13-21 September xy fo ana .

jifrican position should be known before that -meeting,' . ■ ;

13. ECA had a Committee on" Housing, Building and Planning in 1964. .ltva?no1
constitutional in the ' sense that it was'hot established-by ■ resolution of the,
C^itsion! but by an approval contained, in the text of ^P^e^ngs .of tha
Fifth Sese'ionof the"'Commission, The Committee held its firs „ and only meeting

tn October I964-'

14. At its Ninth Session in February 1969, the Commission
constitutional machinery should be reformed. This vac

fan between the duties of the Executive Committee and those of. the Technical
Committee of Experts. It must be recalled that the essence of the W^^
Conference was political. Of the 38 African countries who sent ^legations to
Habitat, 24 were represented at the Ministerial level. The total number of
African Ministers present was 4^.
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15, ECA han also established and serviced the Conference of .African Planners,

; This might "be a vehicle but it is thought unlikely to satisfy the demands of the

ECA-Hebitat-UNEP programmes in human settlements.

<•

\Ct Any new ECA institutional arrangement might be on one of the following

lineni

(i) A Committee cf the whole of the Council of Ministers. Under

resolution of the Habitat Conference the Secretary General of the

United Nations has been requested to submit to the thirty-first

session, as well as the Report of the Habitat Conference, a working

paper on the financial implications of the different institutional

arrangements proposed and described in preceding paragraphs.

(it) An alternative to a Committee of the whole of the Council of Minintern

vould be a smaller Committee but with equitable geographical

representation. according to the number of member States in each

mibregion, the geographical representation might be four from the

West African subregion, four from the East African subregion and three

each from the Central and North African subregions. The actual

representation could be decided upon at the biennial Council of

Ministers Conference, with suitable changes in representation being

made at these times. Here again, it would be necessary to combine

both political and technical representation from each of the countries

to be represented and on behalf of their particular subregion.

(iii) An enlarged Executive Committee whereby delegations would include

at least one senior representative conversant with Habitat resolutions

and projected programmes, thus ensuring both a political and technical

representation at the same time. This is bearing in mind that the

Executive Committee meets every six months.

(iv) The ECA Technical Committee of Experts might be in a position to

shoulder the responsibilities in the field of human settlements

according to the demands of the Habitat Conference, but here there

is no direct political representation and the Committee meets

biennially. Its reports are submitted through the Executive Committee,

(v) It is not certain that human settlements matters wouid need to be

considered every six months. On the other hand, it is thought that

they would in the immediate post-Habitat stages need to be taken

up annually.




